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From: Rebecca Jane Stanton


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Act Blue is not a "committee"
Date: 12/12/2007 10:24 AM


 
Dear Ms. Dove, 
 
I write, as I know many have, to clarify the role of the online fundraising site 
ActBlue in the political fundraising process.  ActBlue is not a "committee"; it does 
not raise funds for a general pot that it then distributes to candidates and issues of 
its choice; rather, it is an online fundraising TOOL that allows individuals to 
donate small amounts of money directly to the candidates of their choice.  (This is 
especially helpful for grassroots campaigns that do not have the resources to set up 
their own secure online credit card processor.)  In all cases, the money donated 
goes directly to the candidate specified by the donor, and all the FEC regulations 
governing campaign contributions by individuals are observed: the money is at all 
times linked directly to the name of the donor, the name of the donor's employers, 
and the name of the candidate for whom the donation is earmarked.  At no time is 
there any possible question about who the money came from or who it is going to.   
 
Most importantly, contributions made to any candidate through ActBlue are 
subject to the same maximum limits as those made directly to that 
candidate through his/her own website (or other fundraising mechanism). 
 
Therefore, contributions processed through ActBlue's fundraising service should 
also be eligible for matching funds under the same rules as other contributions 
made by individuals to the individual political candidates of their choice.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
Rebecca Stanton 


-- 
Rebecca Stanton
Assistant Professor of Russian
Dept. of Slavic Languages
Barnard College, Columbia University
3009 Broadway
New York, NY 10027


(212) 854-3133
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http://www.columbia.edu/~rjs19 
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From: dwmintz@gmail.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Upcoming Ruling on Grassroots Donation-Matching
Date: 12/12/2007 10:27 AM


Dear Ms. Dove, 
 
I'm writing because I'm concerned that the FEC, in its upcoming ruling on 
whether grassroots donations via ActBlue can count for matching grant 
purposes, could further alienate regular Americans from the campaign finance 
system. As the FEC draft opinion notes, ActBlue is simply forwarding funds 
contributed by individual donors to the candidate committee.  That donors are 
taking advantage of the convenience of donating through ActBlue should not 
affect whether those donations are eligible to be matched. 
 
I hope that the FEC will change its draft opinion to reflect the spirit of the law 
and to encourage small donors to stay involved. 
 
Sincerely, 
Daniel Mintz 
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From: Peter Nigrini


Sent By: Peter Nigrini


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: RE: Edward
Date: 12/12/2007 11:25 AM


To Whom it may concern: 
 
 
Regarding the Edwards campaign's request to the FEC that contributions donated via 
ActBlue be counted for matching grant purposes.   I am concerned to hear that the 
FEC has issued a draft opinion that these funds can not be counted for matching grant 
purposes.  I am an individual donor and the fund I contribute go directly to the 
campaign of my choosing with no interference from ActBlue. To suggest that these 
funds are somehow functionally different that if I had send a personal check to 
the campaign would seem to distort the intent of the law.
 
If the function of the FEC is to facilitate the public financing of political campaigns, I 
fail to see how this decision furthers these goals.
 
 
I hope the committee will reconsider its position.
 
 
Thank you,
 
Peter Nigrini
 
 
__________________________________
Peter Nigrini
Theatre Designer
 
241 W 37th Street #924
New York, NY 10018
 
T: 917.512.5606
M: 917.488.1097
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From: Bill Vigen


Sent By: bill.vigen@gmail.com


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Public Comment: FEC Action on ActBlue Matching Funds
Date: 12/12/2007 11:52 AM


As a citizen who has directed others to set up ActBlue accounts in
order to direct individual campaign contributions to federal
candidates and who plans to contribute through ActBlue to direct my
individual campaign donations to a specific candidate, I urge the FEC
to revise 11 C.F.R. §9034.3(f) to specifically allow ActBlue donations
to be eligible for federal matching funds.  The FEC has already
provided that ActBlue can legally direct individual campaign
contributions to federal candidates and even prospective federal
candidates.  Construing the law in a strict, formal manner to now not
count individual donations for federal matching funds will be
inconsistent with how the FEC has treated ActBlue up until this point.
 Changing the way the FEC interprets the law as applied to ActBlue at
this point will mean many small donors relied on the FEC's past
interpretations to their detriment.  There is no demonstrated danger
that matching ActBlue donations will subvert the campaign finance
laws; indeed, the exact opposite will occur if ActBlue donations are
not eligible for matching funds.


I request the FEC to either revise 11 C.F.R. §9034.3(f) to allow
directed individual contributions from entities such as ActBlue to
count for federal campaign matching or interpret  11 C.F.R. §9034.3(f)
so as to allow ActBlue donations to be eligible for federal matching
funds.  If this is not done, I further request a full and complete
explanation for the FEC's reasons, to include the reasons why my
objections and arguments stated above are not persuasive.


I thank the Committee for their work in making sure the campaign
finance laws and FEC regulations remain relevant and consistent in
this new internet age.


Sincerely,


William Vigen


-- 
Bill Vigen
University of Virginia School of Law '09
434.242.3965
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From: Jen


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Public Comment on status of ActBlue contributions' eligibility for federal 
matching


Date: 12/11/2007 01:36 PM


Dear Ms. Dove,


I am writing to record my comment on the issue of the status of funds 
contributed from individuals to individual political candidates through the 
internet portal ActBlue.


I understand that the FEC is considering identifying ActBlue as a PAC, and 
therefore the funds generated through it become ineligible for federal 
match.  
This decision, I feel, does not accurately reflect either the function of 
ActBlue, or the intentions of the donors using it as a portal through which 
to ensure their personal donations reach the individual candidates they have 
identified.


ActBlue represents a secure portal for the online transfer of funds from 
individuals to individuals--it makes participating in the political process 
easy, convenient, and secure.  I'm sure you hear all the time about 
small-time (and not so small-time) frauds being perpetrated on the internet 
with respect to general commerce, and fundraising for various charities as 
well.  


ActBlue presents convenience.  Different candidates can employ the portal to 
receive funds without having to go to the expense of developing their own 
unique portals (for which a local or smaller-venue candidate may not have the 
funds).  Contributors can donate to multiple candidates at one site 
(ActBlue's) without having to track down multiple candidate websites or use 
multiple portals for multiple donations.


ActBlue presents security.  ActBlue's reputation has remained consistently 
credible, its financial processing reputable and its interface simple and 
easy to use for both candidates and donors.  By having an ActBlue "standard" 
portal interface, candidates are able to make use of an existing tool (rather 
than having to reinvent the wheel), and donors are able to do the same, with 
a sense of security and familiarity that allows both candidate and donor to 
focus on the core issues of the political process, rather than confusing 
aspects of e-commerce.


To me, identifying ActBlue as a PAC would be equivalent of identifying a 
single bank as a PAC, simply because multiple account holders contribute to a 
single campaign.  ActBlue is a tool--a framework, if you will, that 
facilitates participation in the political process.  It would be a sincere 
shame to cut this very grassroots concept off at the knees, and I urge you to 
consider both the spirit of ActBlue's existence, and the reality of the 
milieu in which it exists.


Thank you for listening.


Sincerely,



mailto:jensoko@gmail.com
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Jen Sokoloski
Lebanon, OH








From: Ann Gaidos-Morgan


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Act Blue should be able to get matching public grants
Date: 12/11/2007 01:58 PM


Dear Ms. Dove, 
The public financing system is designed to let campaigns match small 
dollar contributions from supporters. ActBlue helps facilitate those small 
dollar contributions. There's no reason contributions via ActBlue should not 
count for public financing purposes.  Please keep ActBlue as an easy way 
for people to contribute to candidates. 
Sincerely, 
Ann Gaidos-Morgan 
Secretary, Benton County Democrats, Oregon 


Never miss a thing. Make Yahoo your homepage. 
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From: Larry J. Hernandez


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Don't Penalize ActBlue as a PAC When It Isn't
Date: 12/11/2007 06:46 PM


December 11, 2007
 
The FEC must reconsider any move to rule that ActBlue is a PAC and 
therefore, render any funds that it  raises for various candidates 
ineligible for matching public funds.  ActBlue is not a PAC, it is a 
clearinghouse for a multitude of causes and candidacies that are united 
under the broadest umbrella of being to the left of center.  Unlike 
PACs, ActBlue doesn't promote any fixed agenda or favor some 
candidates over others.  It doesn't advance the interests of any single 
entity or candidate.  Rather it encourages public participation in the 
most nut and  bolts aspects of political campaigning, and encourages 
entering the public life.  What is wrong with that?  It is very much at 
the heart of what public fund-matching of campaigns is about.
 
ActBlue is not a PAC, do not rule that it is.
 
Larry Hernandez
970 East 8th Street
Upland, Ca 91786-6805
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From: Aletia Morgan


To: mdove@fec.gov


Subject: Matching Fund Act Advisory Opinion 2007-31
Date: 12/11/2007 07:03 PM


Dear Ms. Dove,


I am writing to comment on Draft Advisory Opinion 2007-31. I urge the 
Commission to reject Draft AO 2007-31, and permit my individual credit 
card contribution to John Edwards for President - made online through 
ActBlue - to be matched under the Matching Fund Act. 


As a supporter of public financing, I believe the Commission should be 
removing disincentives for presidential candidates to participate in the 
matching funds system. The Commission should be embracing new 
technologies and grassroots financing of presidential campaigns. Draft AO 
2007-31, on the other hand, would have the Commission erect new 
barriers to participation in matching funds. 


On March 22, 2007, I contributed to John Edwards for President through 
the John Edwards 2008 page on the ActBlue website. I made the 
contribution from my personal funds (and affirmed as much) using my 
credit card. The contribution page I used was exactly the same as the 
contribution page on the John Edwards for President web site, with all of 
the same safeguards and disclaimers. 


I understand that individuals' contributions through the John Edwards for 
President web site are readily matchable. Why should my online 
contribution be any less matchable? The draft advisory opinion barely 
addresses this question, much less provides an answer, and it should 
therefore be rejected by the Commission.


ActBlue is no different than a service such as PayPal, which makes it 
easier for individuals to safely complete purchase via the internet.  ActBlue 
allows individuals to safely make donations to specific political candidate 
campaigns.  


Finally, my $500 contribution to the John Edwards campaign made 
through the ActBlue site on March 22 of this year is shown on the FEC 
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website that documents individual donations to various political 
campaigns.  Since the FEC itself shows my donation as being from me, 
rather than from ActBlue, the FEC has in effect already determined that my 
donation was indeed an “individual contribution”.  Thus, to be consistent, 
the FEC ruling on this matter must follow this precedent and affirm that 
contributions to specific campaigns placed through ActBlue are indeed 
individual contributions eligible for FEC matching funds.  


Thank you for all of your efforts on our behalf.


Sincerely,


Aletia Morgan


26 Gallup Place


Iowa City, IA  52246


319-354-4532


========================================= 
Aletia Morgan 
ahmorgan@ix.netcom.com 





